
Britannica Concise Encyclopedia – Contains more than 25,000 entries.
Concise Oxford English Dictionary (new edition) – Contains over 240,000 words, phrases and definitions, including 1,700 new words.
Concise Oxford Thesaurus – Contains over 4 million synonym links.
Oxford Concise Dictionary of Quotations – Over 9,000 quotations from 2,500 authors.
Spellchecker – 130,000 word phonetic spellchecker.
Abbreviation Solver – Decodes over 10,000 abbreviations.
11 word games – Hangman, user hangman, jumble, user jumble, crossword quiz, time bomb, memory, hidden, articles, definitions and word building.
7 Solvers – Crossword, anagram, phrase finder, letter changer, abbreviations, encyclopedia and definition search.
Calculator – Plus over 190 metric/imperial and currency converters. 

This electronic version of the Britannica Concise Encyclopedia is the ultimate pocket sized 
reference library, perfect for home, school or office. Produced by Seiko Instruments Inc. 
incorporating data licensed from Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. and Oxford University Press.
With more than 25,000 articles prepared by the editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, it covers 
nearly every field of human knowledge: history, geography, world affairs, the sciences, religion, 
sports, entertainment, technology and the arts.
It also contains the full contents of the Concise Oxford Dictionary, Thesaurus and Quotations.

This electronic edition of the world-famous Concise Oxford English Dictionary provides an authoritative, 
up-to-the-minute description of the English language. The dictionary offers rich vocabulary coverage, with full treatment 
of World English, rare, historical and archaic terms, as well as scientific and technical vocabulary and provides hundreds 
of helpful notes on grammar and usage. 
The new edition of the Concise Oxford Thesaurus provides comprehensive lists of alternative and opposite words for a 
range of contexts. Thousands of example phrases help you select the correct word or sense, while clear labelling of 
informal, literary or technical items and regional usage ensures you select the appropriate level. Over 400 
supplementary entries list everything from alloys and artists to wines and worms.
Also included is a thematic reference section from the Oxford Crossword Dictionary, which allows you to delve into 
Oxford’s extensive encyclopedic lists, searching  across all 256  topics for solutions.

ER-6100

Concise Oxford English Dictionary,
Thesaurus & Spellchecker

Dictionary – High speed search of over 240,000 words, phrases & definitions.
Thesaurus – High speed search of over 4 million synonym links.
Spellchecker – Instant phonetic spell correction for over 130,000 words.
Crossword Solver – Enables you to complete those hard to finish crosswords.
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list of 
as many valid anagrams as possible.
Word Maker – Enter words or jumbled letters and make a list of all possible words.
Abbreviation Solver – Allows you to search the abbreviation database to “decode” over 
10,000 common abbreviations.
Letter Changer – Enter a word; view a list of possible alternative words by changing one 
letter at a time.

Phrase Finder – Searches for phrases using the word entered.
Definition Search – Searches for entries containing the entered words.
Knowledge Finder –  Searches across all 256 thematic lists.
9 word games –  with 3 skill levels to build your vocabulary.
Easy - Learn –  Allows you to create your own word list from the Dictionary, Thesaurus, and 
Spellchecker.
Calculator - with memory & percent.
190 metric/imperial & currency converters.
Meets GCSE and National Curriculum needs.

Features

With Abbreviations &
256 Thematic List

Oxford Dictionary of English – Over 355,000 words, phrases & definitions, 38,500 word origins, 11,000 encyclopedic entries & 550 usage notes.
Oxford Thesaurus of English – Over 11 million synonym links, 316 thematic word lists, 300 “Choose the right word” notes & confusables.
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations – Over 20,000 quotations from approx 3,500 authors.
Fowler’s Modern English Usage – Comprehensive and practical advice on grammar, syntax, style and choice of words.
Oxford Dictionary of Modern Slang – A highly engaging guide to the most outspoken corner of our language.
Spellchecker – 225,000 word phonetic spellchecker.
Oxford Dictionary of Abbreviations – 36,000 decodes for over 20,000 abbreviations.
Britannica Concise Encyclopedia – More than 25,000 articles.
“Smart Jump” between correct sense in Dictionary & Thesaurus.
14 Solvers – Crossword, anagram, cryptic, word viewer, word maker, phrase search, definition search, encyclopedic search, letter changer, slang search, 
homophones & homographs, dictionary of abbreviations and abbreviation search.
15 word games – with 3 levels to help build your vocabulary.
Calculator – Plus over 190 metric/imperial and currency converters.  

Desktop Version

 Pocket Version

This desktop version of the Oxford Crossword Solver provides instant electronic access to over 250,000 words from the Oxford 
Crossword Dictionary.  It has a large clear display making it easier to read and has big buttons with large characters for ease of use.  It's 
ideal for older users, or in fact anyone who just wants a larger format product.  
The “Knowledge Solver” has been designed to help you answer general knowledge clues.  There is a thematic reference section which 
allows you to simply search through Oxford’s extensive encyclopedic lists, searching globally across all 256  topics for solutions.   It's 
rather like searching the Internet, but without having to use a computer. 
Also included is a 118,000 word Spellchecker and a Thesaurus with over 2.5 million synonym links!  With so much information all in one 
product, and so many ways to search, this is the ultimate reference product for all puzzle enthusiasts.

ER-3700
Oxford Crossword Solver

Crossword Solver – Contains 250,000 words from the Oxford Crossword Dictionary.
Knowledge Viewer – Scroll through the 256 thematic lists.
Knowledge Finder – Keyword/wildcard search across all 256 thematic lists simultaneously. 
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list of 
as many valid anagrams as possible.
Thesaurus – 2.5 million synonym links.
Spellchecker – Instant phonetic spell correction for over 130,000 words.
Phrase Finder – Searches for phrases using the word entered.

Oxford Abbreviation Dictionary – with over 10,000 decodes.
Letter changer – Enter a word; view a list of possible alternative words by changing one letter 
at a time.
10 word games – with 3 skill levels to build your vocabulary.
Desktop version – for use at home, school or office.
Large, clear high-contrast display.
Large easy to use buttons.
Calculator – Plus over 190 metric/imperial converters.

This pocket version of the Oxford Crossword Solver provides instant electronic access to over 250,000 words from The Oxford 
Crossword Dictionary.  Simply fill in the letters you know and put question marks (?) or asterisks (*) for the ones you don’t, to complete 
those hard-to-finish puzzles.
There is also a “Knowledge Solver” that has been designed to help you answer general knowledge clues.  It contains a thematic 
reference section which allows you to delve into Oxford’s extensive encyclopedic lists, searching globally across all 256  topics for 
solutions, rather like searching the Internet but without having to use a computer.
Also included is a 118,000 word Spellchecker and a Thesaurus with over 2.5 million synonym links!  With so much information all in one 
product, and so many ways to search, this is the ultimate reference product for all puzzle enthusiasts.

ER-3200
Oxford Crossword Solver

Crossword Solver – Contains 250,000 words from the Oxford Crossword Dictionary.
Knowledge Viewer – Scroll through the 256 thematic lists.
Knowledge Finder – Keyword/wildcard search across all 256 thematic lists simultaneously. 
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list of 
as many valid anagrams as possible.
Thesaurus – 2.5 million synonym links.
Spellchecker – Instant phonetic spell correction for over 130,000 words.

Phrase Finder – Searches for phrases using the word entered.
Oxford Abbreviation Dictionary – with over 10,000 decodes.
Letter changer – Enter a word; view a list of possible alternative words by changing one letter 
at a time.
10 word games – with 3 skill levels to build your vocabulary.
Pocket sized – for use anywhere.
Calculator – Plus over 190 metric/imperial converters.

Features

Features

Features

Features

This ultimate Electronic Reference Suite provides you with an entire reference 
library, instantly available at your fingertips. With many new ways to search 
major works from Oxford University Press and Encyclopaedia Britannica, you 
will never be lost for words again.
The world’s first “Smart Dictionary”, it allows you to jump directly to the correct 
senses between Dictionary and Thesaurus entries.  This “intelligent” ability to 
understand the specific nuances and meanings of words, saves endless 
thumbing through paper dictionaries and will be a godsend for language 
students.  For example, if you want to “get on like a house on fire” the correct 
synonym set will be found under “hit it off” in the Thesaurus (not “house”).  
It also contains many new solvers to help you with word games: crossword,  
anagram, word viewer, word maker, phrase search, definition search, 
encyclopedic search, abbreviation search and more.
An elegant design with metal case, large clear screen with 3 font sizes, and 
large, easy to operate keys!  So simple to use, all you have to do to start it is 
press the desired function key!
Ideal for all lovers of the English language, from academics to word game players.

Oxford/Britannica Reference Library
Reference Library

ER-9000

ER-8000

Britannica Concise Encyclopedia,
Concise Oxford Dictionary,
Thesaurus & Quotations

Latest edition
of the Concise Dictionary
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● Specifications subject to change without notice due to our ongoing policy of continual product improvement.
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Additional material © Oxford University Press 2004
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Pocket Version

Pocket Version

This  e lect ron ic Concise Oxford Thesaurus and 
Spellchecker has been produced by Seiko Instruments 
Inc. using over 565,000 spellings and synonyms licensed 
from Oxford University Press, publishers of the world’s 
most trusted dictionaries to give you a new and exciting 
way to expand your knowledge of the English language.  
With a high speed search of over 4,000,000 synonym 
links you will never be lost for words again. 

ER-2100
Concise Oxford Thesaurus

Thesaurus – Contains the full contents of the Concise Oxford Thesaurus with over 
4,000,000 synonym links.
Spellchecker – View phonetic or alphabetical matches.
Crossword Solver – Enables you to complete those hard to finish crosswords.
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list of 
as many valid anagrams as possible.
8 word games – with score memory.
Easy-Learn – Educational feature allows you to play games with your own word list.
Calculator – with memory & percent.
190 metric/imperial & currency converters.
Clear high-contrast display.
Context sensitive help menu.
Pocket sized – for use anywhere.

This electronic desktop Oxford English Spellchecker has 
over 200,000 words licensed from Oxford University 
Press.  It has a large clear display making it easier to 
read and has large buttons for ease of use.  It's ideal for 
both younger and older users, in fact anyone who just 
wants a larger format product.  A great way to improve 
your spelling and help expand your knowledge of the 
English language. 

ER-1600
Oxford English Spellchecker

Spellchecker – View phonetic or alphabetical matches.
Crossword Solver – Enables you to complete those hard to finish crosswords.
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list 
of as many solutions as possible.
7 word games – with score memory.
Easy-Learn – Educational feature allows you to play games with your own word list.
Calculator – with memory & percent.
190 metric/imperial & currency converters.
Large 2-line display with graphics.
Clear high-contrast display.
Large easy-to-use buttons.
Context sensitive help menu.
Desktop version – for use at home, school or office.

This electronic Oxford English Spellchecker has been 
produced by Seiko Instruments Inc. using over 200,000 
words licensed from Oxford University Press, publishers 
of the world’s most trusted dictionaries to give you a new 
and exciting way to expand your knowledge of the 
English language.  Compact and portable, it can be 
taken with you anywhere.

ER-1100
Oxford English Spellchecker

Spellchecker – View phonetic or alphabetical matches.
Crossword Solver – Enables you to complete those hard to finish crosswords. 
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list 
of as many valid anagrams as possible.
7 word games – with score memory.
Easy-Learn – Educational feature allows you to play games with your own word list.
Calculator – with memory & percent.
190 metric/imperial & currency converters.
Clear high-contrast display.
Context sensitive help menu.
Pocket sized – for use anywhere.

Electronic English
Reference Products

Seiko Instruments Inc.

Desktop Version

Features Features

Features
Thesaurus - Contains the full contents of the Concise Oxford Thesaurus with over 
4,000,000 synonym links.
Spellchecker – View phonetic or alphabetical matches.
Crossword Solver – Enables you to complete those hard to finish crosswords.
Anagram/Jumble Solver – Type a word or jumble of letters and the solver will build a list of 
as many valid anagrams as possible.
8 word games – with 3 skill levels to build your vocabulary.
Easy-Learn feature – Allows you to create your own word list.
Calculator – with memory and percent.
190 metric/imperial & currency converters.
Large 2-line display with graphics.
Clear high-contrast display.
Large easy to use buttons.
Context sensitive help menu.
Meets GCSE & National Curriculum needs.
Desktop version for use at home, school or office.

Features

This electronic desktop Concise Oxford Thesaurus and 
Spellchecker has over 565,000 spellings and synonyms 
licensed from Oxford University Press. It has a large 
clear display making it easier to read and has big 
buttons for ease of use.  It's ideal for both younger and 
older users, in fact anyone who just wants a larger 
format product.  With a high speed search of over 
4,000,000 synonym links you will never be lost for words 
again. 

ER-2600
Concise Oxford Thesaurus

Desktop Version
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